
Manage hedge accounting proficiently and minimize volatility
Designing an effective hedging strategy while achieving the 
intended accounting results can be difficult — especially when 
you must satisfy the concerns of management, the board of 
directors, auditors, and regulators. Proficiently executing  
and applying hedge accounting requires understanding the 
economic and accounting implications of each strategy  
while efficiently administering the program.

Access just the services you need
By partnering with Chatham Financial, you can access the right 
mix of hedge accounting expertise, operational support, and 
technology to achieve your objectives. For many businesses, 
this means initially engaging our full-service hedge accounting 
offering and then moving toward a technology-enabled model 
as internal capabilities grow. For example, you may initially 
access professional support to determine hedge accounting 
feasibility, educate stakeholders, draft documentation, and 
handle month-end close process. Then, as your internal 
capabilities grow, you can take the reins on the technology 
your dedicated Chatham team has been employing on  
your behalf.

Chatham partners with you every step of the way, sharing 
knowledge and best practices to amplify your team’s 
capabilities. Accessing our wide breadth of services and 
integrated approach improves scalability and adaptability  
as your program evolves.

Gain efficiency, insight, and transparency
With Chatham, you can access a full range of technical 
accounting consulting, analysis, technology, education,  
and key hedge accounting deliverables.

• On-demand support from accountants with deep technical 
and practical expertise.

• Transparent valuation methodologies and calculations drive 
better insight into your financial statements.

• Streamlined program administration with ChathamDirect 
practitioner-developed technology.

• Transparency to stakeholders across service offerings and 
asset classes with ChathamDirect’s advanced management 
reporting tools. 

Contact us:
610.925.3120

risk@chathamfinancial.com

chathamfinancial.com

Access advantage

Hedge accounting  
advisory and technology

“We continue to be very impressed with both the ChathamDirect technology and the 
deep expertise Chatham brings with complex hedge accounting issues.”
AVP Derivatives, global auto finance provider

What our clients say



Transactions in over-the-counter derivatives (or “swaps”) have significant risks, including, but not limited to, substantial risk of loss. You should refrain from entering into 
any swap transaction unless you have fully understood the terms and risks of the transaction, including the extent of your potential risk of loss. For further information 
about chatham hedging advisors, llc, and to view its disclosure document, please visit chathamfinancial.com/legal-notices. 19-0255
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Access advantage

Case study

Hedge accounting advisory leading to technology solution

A $4B packaged foods company lost a key employee who was instrumental in the operation of the company’s  
spreadsheet-based commodity risk management and hedge accounting program.

About Chatham
Chatham Financial is the largest, independent financial risk management advisory and technology firm. Founded in 1991, 
Chatham Financial pioneered the debt and derivatives field, providing clients with access to in-depth knowledge, innovative 
tools, and an incomparable team to help mitigate risks associated with interest rate, foreign currency, and commodity exposures. 
Today, the organization of over 600 serves more than 2,500 companies across a wide range of industries — handling roughly 
$650 billion in transaction volume and helping businesses maximize their value in the capital markets, every day. To learn more, 
visit chathamfinancial.com.

Company goals:

• Immediately fill the gap 
left by the employee so 
that the company can 
continue to report on 
time, both internally  
and for public filings.

• Replace manual 
spreadsheets and 
processes with an 
automated technology 
solution.

• Retain accounting advisory 
services in order to 
maintain continuity and 
mitigate key person risk.

Key activities:

• Operated spreadsheet model to limit key person risk: Chatham 
subject-matter experts learned and operated a complex hedge 
accounting spreadsheet model prior to the technology 
implementation.

• Early adopted new accounting guidance: Chatham supported 
the client’s adoption of ASU 2017-12, enabling new strategies to  
qualify for hedge accounting while re-aligning current programs  
to maximize their effectiveness. 

• Implemented ChathamDirect financial risk management system: 
Chatham implemented the client portfolio on ChathamDirect, 
enabling automated creation of hedge accounting journal entries, 
effectiveness testing, and disclosure reporting. 

• Technology relationship created scale while retaining trusted 
advisors: Chatham retained as on-call advisors to support  
existing programs and new strategies while the client operated 
ChathamDirect in-house to streamline the month-end process.

Advantages accessed:

• Minimized key-person 
risk and maintained 
continuity of operations. 

• Enabled new strategies 
and maximized 
program effectiveness.

• Streamlined the 
month-end process, 
improving accuracy 
and efficiency.

• Optimal use of 
in-house resources.

Hedging frequency and expertise

Integrated services model
Full-service hedge accounting

Technology

Expertise

Operational 
support


